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1. INTRODUCTION 
In studying the behavior of ordinary differential equations near limit cycles, 
a standard approach has been to introduce new local variables, an angular (scalar) 
variable, which describes the tangential component of the flow around the limit 
cycle, and a variable in a space of codimension one, which describes the normal 
component of the flow, see [S or 41. In this manner, many questions concerning 
local behavior near limit cycles have been reduced to the corresponding questions 
concerning an equilibrium solution of an equation with one less dimension. 
For functional differential equations local behavior near limit cycles has been 
studied by several authors, without the use of such a local coordinate system, 
see, for example, [3e; 7a, b, c]. In this paper, the author introduces local coordi- 
nates around a limit cycle of a functional differential equation essentially of the 
same type as those described above for an ordinary differential equation, namely, 
an angular variable and a variable lying almost entirely in a space of codimension 
one. The phrase “almost entirely” refers to the fact that due to technical diffi- 
culties with the lag, there is still a small component in the tangential space, 
which is second order in the distance from the cycle, and is zero when the 
“phase shift” between the angular variable and the time coordinate is constant. 
Despite this drawback, the author demonstrates that the coordinate system 
has some value by considering two applications. The first discusses the stability 
under perturbations of a coupled system of equations, each component of which 
has a stable limit cycle when unperturbed. It is shown that the manifold which 
is the product of the two cylinders formed by the limit cycles is stable if the 
perturbations go to zero as t + CO. This result, new for retarded equations, 
extends a theorem in [4] for ordinary differential equations. 
The second application considers the behavior of a system with a stable (or 
conditionally stable) limit cycle under small almost periodic perturbations. The 
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result, asserting the existence of an almost periodic integral manifold, is an 
extension of known results, see [I, 3a], for ordinary differential equations, to 
retarded equations. When the perturbation is periodic, the manifold is topo- 
logically a torus, and this extends a classical result of Levinson [5]. 
In the following, Section 2 gives notation, cites known results, and gives some 
preliminary lemmas. Section 3 introduces the coordinate system, and Section 4 
discusses the applications. 
2. NOTATION 
Suppose Y > 0 is a given number, R” is a real n-dimensional vector space 
with norm 1 x I, and C = C([-Y, 01, Rn) is the space of continuous functions 
mapping [-r, 0] into Rm with the sup norm, also written I$ 1. On occasion we 
will also consider the space Cl = Cl([-r, 01, Rn) of continuously differentiable 
functions mapping [-r, 0] into Rn, with I+ II = 14 1 + / # I. Let 9’ be the 
space of bounded linear operators from C to Rn, with the operator norm. For 
L E 8, there is an it x rz matrix ~(6) on (- 00, + co) of bounded variation such 
that ~(0) = p(-Y), B < -I, and ~(6) = 0 for B > 0, and w = JY7 [dp(e)] #(e) 
for all 4 fz C. 
Let f be a mapping from an open subset 0 C C to R”, for which the Frechet 
derivatives df(+; *) and d”f(+, a; *) exist and are locally Lipschitzian on Q, 
using the operator norms on both the space 9, and the space of bilinear operators 
on C x C to Rn. Observe that given #,+ + # E Q, there is a function R,(+, $) 
with values in Rn such that 
where 
f(b + ~9 =f(d) + df(h +) + RI(& 4, 
R,(4,0) = 0, and, if ++h,d~+hEQ, 
(2-l) 
for some constant M depending upon 4. 
Given a function X: [-r, A) -+ R”, we define xt E C for 0 < t < A by 
x,(e) = x(t + e). So in particular, for t + e > 0, xt(e) = x(t + 0) = x,+,(O). Of 
course, not every mapping h: [0, A) - C can be recovered from an Rn-valued 
function, and to emphasize this, for 0 < t < A, we will write h(t, .) rather than 
ht to denote the value in C that h assumes at t. Of course, for -Y < 0 < 0, 
qt, e) E in. 
Now consider the functional differential equation 
4t) = f (x,), f:QCC-+R”,fEC2(C)onQ. 
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A continuing assumption through this section and the next is that this equation 
has a periodic solution p(t), of period W, that is, 
P(t) =f(Pt), p, E J2 for all t, p(t + W) = p(t). (2.2) 
Of course, this implies that the linear variational equation 
j(t) = df(Pti Yt) 
has j(t) as a periodic solution. 
From the above remarks concerning the space 9, it follows that there is an 
n x tt matrix function ~(t, e), defined for all t, all 8, periodic in t, of bounded 
variation in 8, such that 
@, q = 77(& -r>, e G +-, ?(t, e) = 0, e 3 0, 
and 
dm ; 4) = 1” kh(4 e)i w). 
Equation (2.3) has an adjoint equation, as defined in [3f, Sect. (32)], namely, 
(here x is a row vector of dimension n), 
z(t) + km z(a) ~(a, t - CL) da = constant, --oo < t < +co. (2.4) 
Given a solution z of (2.4), and $ in C, the bilinear form expressing the duality 
between (2.3) and (2.4) is given by 
kt , 4it = 44 4(o) + (+r 44 [f, a+, e - 41 +(e - t,] da (2.5) 
A basic property of this duality (see [3f, Sect. (36)]) is that (2.4) has a periodic 
solution u(t) dual to #, that is, 
for all t. (2.6) 
Further, for any t, and r$ E C, there is an element y(t) E R, and an element #J E C, 
with bt , #It = 0, ~(9 = Pt , 61t , such that 4 may be written uniquely as 
4 =YM$t + 6 (2.7) 
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That is to say, if we let E(t) = (cl, t : c E R), and K(t) = {$ E C: [v~, #It = 0}, 
then C = E(t) @ K(t) (direct sum). 
Now consider a mapF(zc, p) with values in R’“, defined for u > G, --Y < p < 0. 
We shall suppose FE Cl(u, /3) on the above domain, and write Fl(u, p) = 
~F/&(u, /I), Fz(u, p) = ~F/+?(u, 8). With this notation we may state: 
LEMMA 2.1. Given F: [a, co) x [-r, 0] ---, R”, FE Cl(u, p), then for t 3 0, 
$ [z’t ,F(c .)It = v(W&, 0) - df(P, ;F(t, .))I + [vt , F,(t, .) - F,(t, .)It . 
Proof. For F E C2(u, /I), this follows from a fairly routine, if lengthy, compu- 
tation, if one observes that v satisfies (2.4), and integrates by parts appropriately. 
One makes use of the observation that 
r 
$‘& 0 - f) = &(t, 0 - t) - ;F,(t, B - q. 
As C2(u, /3) is dense in Cl(u, p) in the Cl-norm, the result for F E Cl(u, /3) follows 
immediately. 
The following special cases of the above lemma will be of interest subsequently. 
The first corollary is well known, see for example [3f, Lemma 36.11. 
COROLLARY 2.2. Assume j(t) = df (p,; yt) + h(t), h E C(t). Then 
Proof. This follows from the lemma when we set F(u, B) = y(u + P), 
and observe Fl(u, p) = Fz(u, ,k?) = j(u + ,8), so Fl - F2 = 0, and 
F,(t, 0) - df (p,;F(t, .)) = Y(t) - df(Pt; yt) = h(t). 
COROLLARY 2.3. For 4 E Cl(e), -r < 0 < 0, 
Proof. Let F(u, 8) = I,!@). Then Fl(s, 0) EG 0, and Fz(s, 0) = $(0). The 
corollary follows then directly from the lemma. 
Now given an increasing function y: [u - r, co) + [-r, co), with y(u) = 0, 
and a function g: [u, co) -+ R”, define a “shift operator” .sP(y, g) by 
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COROLLARY 2.4. Assume y, g are such that Y(y, g)(u, 8) E Cl(u, /?). Then 
where 
Proof. Letting F(z~, p) = 9’(~, g)(u, fi), the corollary is an immediate con- 
sequence of the lemma. 
Returning to the decomposition C = E(t) @ K(t), let us refine this by letting 
K,(t) C K(t) be the generalized eigenspace corresponding to those multipliers 
p with 1 p 1 3 1. (As we require K,(t) C K(t), this excludes the space E(t). We 
include the possibility that Kr may be empty.) Then we may write C = E(t) @ 
K,(t) @ K,(t), where K,(t) is the appropriate complementary subspace. A basis 
for K,(t) may be written in the form P(t) eBt, where the eigenvalues of the matrix 
B correspond to the characteristic exponents (l/w)log p used to define K,(t), 
and the map P: R + Cd satisfies P(t + OJ) = P(t). Using this notation, we state 
the following lemma for reference; see [3f, Theorem 36.11. 
LEMMA 2.5. Let w be a solution, for t 3 0, of 
+) = df (t,; 4 + 4th (2.9) 
be continuous for t > 0, w, = 4 E C. Then w, = y(t) jt + P(t) u(t) + .z(t, .), 
where y(t) E R, u(t) E Rd, d = dim KI , P(t) u(t) E K,(t), and x(t, .) E K,(t). 
Further, y, u, z satisfr a system of equations equivalent to (2.9), nameb, 
$0) = $9 h(t) 
C(t) = Bu + P*(t, 0) h(t) 
(2.10) 
$t, -1 = T,(t, 4 4u, *) + j-” Tdt, 4 X,(s) h(s) ds, t > 0, 
0 
where 4 = y(u)j, + P(u) U(U) + z(u, .), and there exist constants K, K > 0 such 
that 
and 
/ T,(t, u) z(u, .)I < Ke-K(t-o) 1 X(U, -)I, t 3 u, 
1 T,(t, s) X,(s)1 ,< Ke-K(t-s) t>s>u. 
(2.11) 
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3. LOCAL COORDINATES AROUND A CYCLE 
We consider the equation 
with a periodic solution p(t) as in Section 2. We wish to introduce coordinates 
around the cycle {p,] which allow us to separate in C the “tangential” and 
“normal” components of the local flow. As a preliminary step, given 4 E Cl, 
consider the system of equations 
m ifr) = (Q(6), (3.2) 
where H: R x Cr + R x Cl is defined by 
H(s, #> = ([ws 9$19 P, + 9); 
that is, given $ E Cl, consider the equations [ws , I/J]~ = 0, p, + # = q5. Let 
N,(p, 6) = (4 E Cl: I+ - p, I1 < 6 for some u>. 
LEMMA 3.1. There exists a 6 > 0 such that if 4 E N,(p, a), then there exists 
s E R, yb E Cl such that (3.2) is satis$ed. Further, s = s(4), 4 = #(q5) are differ- 
entiable with respect o +. 
Proof. It suffices to show, for each (T, the existence of a neighborhood of p, 
in which (3.2) may be solved, because the compactness of the orbit {p,} implies 
the existence of N,(p, 6). So choose (T E R. For $ = p, , clearly (3.2) has a 
solution, namely, s = c, 4 = 0. To apply the implicit function theorem, it 
suffices to show dH(a, 0; *, *) is a linear homeomorphism on R x Cl, where 
dH(a, 0; ., a) = ‘;.L($) . 
Now for (a, &) E R x Cl, dH(o, 0; a, &) = d,H(a, 0; a) + dzH(a, 0; &), where 
d,H = dH/ds, and d,H = dHld#. 
By Corollary 2.3, for (s, #) E R x Cl, 
so 
d,H(a, 0; a) = (0, ujJ. 
And as H is linear in #, 
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Thus, we obtain 
Now given (8, +J E R x Cl, we wish to solve dH(o, 0; a, &) = (p, A), or 
Using (2.3, A = alPo + ~6 , where [o. , &I0 = a, , [w, , &J,, = 0, a solution 
of (3.3) is given by & = #s + /?jO , Q = a, - /I, from (2.6). Clearly this is the 
unique solution, by the uniqueness of a, and #a . Further, a depends linearly, 
and therefore differentiably, on /I and $r , and so $r = +I - ujO is also differen- 
tiable in 8, & . & E Cl implies +I E Cl, so dH(u, 0; ., .) is a linear homeomorphism 
on R x Cl. By the implicit function theorem, there exists 6 = 6(o) such that 
(3.2) has a unique solution for + E Cl, I+ - p, II < 6. As H is differentiable in S, 
4, it follows that the solution s(#), +(#J) is i d ff erentiable in 4. By compactness, 
6 may be taken independent of u, i.e., solutions exist for 4 E IVI( p, 6). 
Now let xt($) be a solution of (3.1) for t 3 0, with an initial condition given 
at t = 0, x,, = $, so x(t, 4) is defined on some interval [-I, A), A > 0. We 
wish to restrict the discussion to those solutions differentiable on [-Y, A), that is, 
with an initial condition 4 E Cl, which satisfies&O) = f(4). This is no restriction, 
because we could always give an arbitrary initial condition $1 E C at t = -Y, i.e., 
x-r = +r , and at t = 0 the above condition is satisfied. 
Now choose A > 0. As solutions of (3.1) are unique, and p, is defined for 
all t, by continuity in the initial conditions it follows that there exists p > 0 such 
that 4 E N,(p, p) implies ~~(4) is defined on [0, A). Let x1(& p) = (4 E N,(p, p): 
&O) = fW>* BY furth er restricting p, if necessary, we may suppose IV&, p) C 
IV,@, S), 6 given in Lemma 3.1. 
Then using Lemma 3.1, it follows that given $ E N,(p, p) we may solve the 
equation H(s, 4) = (0, x,(C)), i.e., there exists a function 01: [0, A) -+ R, and 
4: [0, A) + Cl, such that for 0 < t < A, letting s = a(t), we have xi($) = p, + 
#(t, a), and [v, , #(t, *)I8 = 0. Now x differentiable in t, 4 implies similar proper- 
ties for (Y, I/. But for + = p, , a(t) = t + u, so k(t) = 1. By continuity in the 
Cl-norm, given a constant m, 0 < m < 1 (further restricting p if necessary), 
it follows that for 4 E XI(p, p), andO<t<A;I&(t)-l\<m.Thus,ol(t)is 
increasing, and CL+ exists. Now write s = a.(t), and let t = 01-l(s) = y(s). Define 
h(s, a) = #(r(s), .). Then we have the following, stated as a lemma for reference: 
LEMMA 3.2. Given A > 0, and m, 0 < m < 1, there exists p > 0 such that if 
4 E El&, p), then there exists u < B, and a monotonic d#erentiable function 
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y(s), mapping [a, B) onto [0, A), with / p(s) - 1 [ < m, u < s < B, and a map 
h: [a, B) + C1such that ift = y(s), then ~~(4) = p, + h(s, .), and [vs , h(s, .)I8 = 0. 
As x(t, 4) is a solution of (3.1), it follows that x(t, #) = x(0) + j:j(~J du. But 
x(t, +) = x,(O) = p,(O) + h(s, 0), where s = a(t), t = y(s) as above. In the 
integral, substitute u = y(q), and noting that y(a) = 0, and p,(O) = p(s) = 
P(u) + JXPGJ dq, we obtain h(s, 0) = h(u, 0) + Jz [f(p, + h(q, a)) j(q) -f(p,)l 
dq. Recalling from Section 2 the definition of R, , and writing R(q, y%) for 
R,(pQ , #J), it follows that 
h(ss 0) = h(u, 0) + j-’ (P(q) - l)f(~,) dq 0 
+ 1’ ^ jl(dW(P, ; h(q, .>I + R(q, h(q, *>)I 4. (I (3.4) 
Extend y to [u - Y, u] by defining r(p) = fl - U, u - r < ,k? < a. Observe 
that the extended y is continuous at u, but in general i, is discontinuous at CJ. 
Define w(s) = h(s, 0), for s 3 u, and let W(U + 0) = h(u, 0) = 4(O) - p(u + O), 
--Y < B < 0. Note that using the extended y, we have w(p) = $(&3)) -p(p), 
a-r<p<u. 
In order to define h in terms of w, consider the following relations. For 
t + 0 >, 0,4e> = x(t + 0) = x,+,(O), or pa.(e) + h(s, 0) = P,(O) + W, 0) for 
y(s) + 0 > 0, where X = y-l(y(s) + 0). Here note that t = y(s), t + 0 = 
y(s) + 8, and so the value of s corresponding to t + t9 is h = y-l(y(s) + 0). 
Accordingly, if we define the shift operator Y(r, g) as in (2.8), using the extension 
of y defined above, it follows, at least for y(s) + 0 3 0, that 
h(S, 6) = W,(e) -I- 9% P + w)(s, 0). (3.5) 
To see that (3.5) is valid for all s, u 9 s < B, and all 0, --Y < 0 < 0, suppose 
y(~) + e = t + e < 0. Then h(s, e) = xt(e) - pS(e) = C&(S) + e) - P(S + e). 
This equals w,(e) + Y(Y, p + w)(s, 0) if &J(S) + 0) = w(X) + ~69, h = 
+(r(s) + 0). But this last equation may be written #(y(h)) = w(h) + p(h), and 
this is exactly the relation used to define w for u - r < X < u. So (3.5) is valid 
for all s and all 0. 
Returning to (3.4) it can now be written, using (3.5), as 
w(s) = w(u) + j-’ df(P, ; w,) 4 + Is G(q, y, w) dq 0 0 
(3.6) 
where 
G(.c y, w) = (f(s) - l)[f(Ps) + 4fcP.q ; 41 
(3.7) 
i- j(s)[df(p, ; ,Y’(~, p -t w)(s, .)) + R(s, w, i .V(Y, P -t w)(s, .))I. 
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So w satisfies the equation 
$4 = NP,; 4 + G(s, Y, 4, %=4 -PowwP4J). (3.8) 
If we write /J = 4 - p, , then the initial condition for w satisfies I,!I E Cl, 1 II, II < p, 
[vu, #I0 =.O, and $(O) = df(po, #) + R(a, #). This last is the translation of the 
condition 4(O) = f(d) into a condition on 1+5. 
To obtain an equation for y, recall that (3.8) implies, using Corollary 2.2 that 
as [Q, , w,], = 0. Further, as h(s, ‘) = WS i- .y(y, p -I- w)(s, .), and as 
[vS, h(s, .)IS = 0, it follows that 
[as > WY> P + w>(s> .>Is + 1’ W %I, Y, 4 4 = 0 (3.9) 
0 
To differentiate this equation, applying Corollary 2.4, it is necessary that 
Y(y, p + w)(s, 0) E Cl(s, 0). For an arbitrary g E Cl(s), Y(r, g)(s, 0) will not be 
differentiable, as the extension of y is not differentiable at s = U. But for 
(b E xr(p, p), the condition d(O) = f(b) is sufficient to imply P(y, p + w)(s, 0) E 
cys, e). 
To see this, recall that 
~P(Y, P + we, 4 = ~(4 + ~(4 - PCS + 0) - w(~ + e), y(~) + e 3 0 
= dw + 4 - PCS + 6) - 4s + eh d4 + e G 0, 
where A = y-l(y(s) + 0). Taking either s or B derivatives, letting y(s) + 0 tend 
to 0 from the left and the right, and noting that y-l(O) = ‘J, the continuity 
requirement for both Y,(r, p + w) and Y2(y, p + w) is that P(U) + G(U) = 
96~ +) b(O). B u using (3.7) and (34, this reduces readily to the condition t 
d(O) =fW, noting that 4 = P, + h(u, .) = P, + w, + yp(y, p + w)(o, .). 
So upon differentiation of (3.9), using Corollary 2.4, we have 
z(s) G(s, y, w) - u(s) [ ‘“;cs; ‘) (I%) + $4) + df(Ps ; Tr, P + w)(s, .I,] 
+ (3(s) - I>[% 7!a, P + w)(s, .)Is = 0, 
where we have written -Yr(r, p + w)(s, e) - Ya(y, p + w)(s, 6) = (p(s) - I) 
Q(x P 4- 4 b, 4, and 
Qcr, p+ w)(s, 0) = ii’) + ‘(‘) 
sv ’ ~(4 + 0 3 0, x = y-l(y(s) +e), 
y(4 + e G 0. (3.10) 
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Now, using (3.7), and writing f(p,) = j(s), this becomes 
MS) - 1) vW(4 + df(Ps ; WJ + df(Ps ; ~P(n P + w)(s, .I) 
+ WY w, + 3Y, P + 4(s, *))I 
+ V(S)k!f(Ps ; Y(Y, P + w>(s, *I) + R(s, wu, + Ysp(Y, P + f-as, *)I 
- (9(s) - 1) v(s) ( “‘“)+&+) ) - v(s) df(Ps ; gP(v, P + wk -1) 
+ MS) - l)[vs > Q(r, P + u)(s, *Is = 0. 
But by using (3.7) and (3.8) to obtain an expression for the term (p(s) + r+))/?(s) 
the resulting expression cancels with the term in the braces above, and one 
finally arrives at the relation 
(P(s) - l)[q , Q(y, p + w>(s, *>Is = -44 a w, + Y(Yj P + w)(s, *))a (3.11) 
To analyze (3.11) further, we state 
LEMMA 3.3. Given y, w, Cl-functions on (U - r, B), let Q(y, p + w) be 
deJined by (3.10). If 1 j(q) - 1 1 + 1 ti(q)l is su$kiently smallfor (T - r < q < s, 
then [v, , Q(Y, P + 40, .)Is > 0. M ore prec4s Cv, , Q(y, p + w)(s, .>I3 = 
1 + WI 9s - 1 I,> + O(l f+s I,), where I g, Iy = SUP I g(P(y(4 + 0, --r < 
e GO. 
Proof. Recalling that 4(e) = w(u + 0) + p(u + 0), -r < 0 < 0, we may 
write, letting X = y-l(y(s) + e), 
/ 
NY --b(s+q+$, y(s) + 0 3 0 
Q(Y, P + W)(S, e) = $(S -I- 8) + ‘(‘) 
P(Y(S) + 0 + 4 -a(~ + 0) + 4y(s) + e + 4 
y(4 + 0 G 0. 
(3.12) 
As [us , $,ls = 1, to obtain the estimate given in the lemma, all that is needed 
is to estimate the term in the braces in (3.12). First consider the term in ~5. 
If y(s) + 6’ < 0, as y(s) > 0, it fohows that u - r < y(s) + 0 + u < U, so 
I +(s) + 0 + 4 < I Q, I = I 4 Iv , and for 
where 
M = I l/Ps I,,. 
So this contributes a term O([ ti, I,,) to [vs , Q18. 
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Now consider the term in ~5. Let us first assume y(s) + 8 < 0. Let L, be the 
Lipschitz constant for b. Then 
<L, s ob 1 y(U) - 1 1 du < L, / jb - 1 /y , 
where b = y-l(r). This last follows from the remark that y(s) > 0, y(s) + 0 < 0 
implies u < s < y-l(r) = b, and the interval u < u ,< b is equivalent to the 
interval y-l(y(b) + e), -r < 8 < 0. 
Note that M = 1 l/?S /,, is the Lipschitz constant for y-l(y(s) + 0). Then for 
y(s) + 0 3 0, and h = y-l(&) + 0) as before, 
m - - jcs + e) < 
S) 
+(“?(h, I+) 1 + I p(h) 46 + e)l 
So in both cases, this contributes a term O(l pS - 1 I,) to [w, , QIB . This com- 
pletes the proof of the lemma. 
For reference, we state the following lemma. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let y be a Lips&&an increasing function from [U - Y, co) --+ 
[-Y, CO), with y(u) = 0, and let M be the Lipschitz constant for y-l. Let 
g: [u - Y, co) + Rn hawe Lipschitz constunt L(g). Then 
PYoof. 
I Y(Y, 80, *>I < rML(g) I 98 - 1 I. 
-my g)(s, 4 = gh-w) + 9 - ds + 0) from (24, 
= bww + a - gb-w + em 
and estimates similar to those above give the desired result. 
To summarize the foregoing, we have: 
THEOREM 3.5. Choose A > 0. Then there exists p > 0 such that given 
+ E 1y,(p, p), then (i), there exists u E R such that (CI = 4 - p, suttijies [wO , #I,, = 0, 
I # I1 -c P, ho) = df (PO, $1 + % #); (ii), th eye exists % > u and a monotonic 
dzj&ntiabZe function y(s) mupping [a, B) onto [0, A), and a function w,(#) defined 
for u < s < B, w, = I), ami foY u < s -c %, [v, , Q(n P + w)(s, .lls > 0; 
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(iii) The solution x~(#J) of (3.1), with x0($) = 4 is deJined JOY 0 < t < A, ~~(4) = 
P, + w,(4) + Y(Y, P + w)(s, .), where t, s are related by t = y(s). Further, y(s), 
w(s, #) satisfy for u < s < B, 
y = 1 - {[vs , Q(Y, p + w)(s, .>lsY 4s) R(s, ws -t Y(Y, P + 4h .)) (3.13) 
d44 
___ = df(~s ; w,) + G(s, Y, 4. ds 
Further, I[w, , wJs 1 = 0( 1 fs - 1 I), u < s < B. Here Y(y, p f w)(s, 0) is 
dejked in (2.8), R(s, 4) = R,(p, ,$) in (2.1), G(s, y, w) is dejked in (3.7), and 
Q(y, p + w)(s, 0) is give-n by (3.10). AZso, y is extended to [U - r, U] by y(p) = 
p - cr. 
Conversely, given (r E R, B > 0, there exists p > 0 and A > 0 such that ;f 
# is chosen as in (i), then y, w exist satisfying (ii), and ;f$ is dejined by 4 = p, + 4, 
then 4 E mI( p, p), and y, w and ~~(4) satisfy (iii). 
Proof. The existence of 4 in (i) follows from Lemma 3.1, and the condition 
$W = df (Po 3 +> + % ~9 is equivalent to 4(O) = f ($), which is implied by 
The existence of the functions y and w is a consequence of Lemma 3.2, 
where h(s, .) = w, $ Y(y, p + w)(s, .) as in (3.5). The equation, 
[ZIP , Q(y, p + w)(s, *)IS > 0, is true for sufficiently small p, as may be seen from 
the estimate given in Lemma 3.3, and choosing m sufficiently small in Lemma 3.2. 
From the choice of p, x$($) is defined on 0 < t < A, and then Eq. (3.14) is 
identical to (3.8). With x and w related by (3.5), w satisfies (3.8) as was shown 
earlier. As [oS , Q(y, p + w)(s, .)I3 > 0, Eq. (3.13) is an immediate consequence 
of (3.11). Since h(s, .) = w, + Y(y, p + w)(s, .) satisfies [oS , h(s, .)IS = 0 for 
0 < s < B, by Lemma 3.2, it follows that [v, , wSIS = -[ws , Y(y, p + w)(s, .)I8 
and the estimate on [ZJ~ , wSIS follows from Lemma 3.4, the fact that I[v, , $JS / < 
K / 4 /, as is evident from (2.5), and the periodicity of V(S). 
For the converse, it is clear that for $ as in (i), everything follows as before 
provided that y, w satisfying (3.13), (3.14) do exist for CJ < s < B. Due to the 
complicated dependence on y, these equations are not standard functional 
differential equations. But the existence of y, w follows by a method of 
successive approximations. Take y(O)(s) = s - 0, so that y@)(s) - 1 =:= 0, 
Y(y(O), g)(s, 8) = 0, and G(s, y(O), w) = R(s, ws). Given # as in (i), let w(O) 
satisfy Eq. (3.14) with y = y(O), w(O) = 3. Note that (3.14) is a functional 
differential equation for y = y(O). 
For p sufficiently small, w(O) is defined on [a, B). Now define ~(~+~l), w(~+~) by 
Y (n+l)(s) = s - u - 1’ {[?I, , Q(y’“‘, p + wyq, .)],>-’ 
CI 
X %d R(q, w(cln) + Y(ycn), P $- w(~))(Q, .)) dq 
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and 
dw’n+l’(s) = df(ps ; wp)) + G(s, +“), ,(*)), 
ds 
up) = #. 
Using the estimates on R, Y and Q given following (2.1), and in Lemmas 3.4 
and 3.3, respectively, the convergence of ~(‘~+l)(s) - (s - 0) and w(“+l)(s) on 
[a, B) follow by straightforward contraction mapping arguments, possibly 
further reducing p. We see this by observing that if 1 wfk) 1 < 6, / f(“) - 1 / < 
KP, and / 3u)(s1) - F(k)(sJj <L 1 s1 - s, 1, 0 < K < n, for some K and L, 
then the Lipschitz constant for R(q, WY’ + 9(y(“), p + w(“‘)(q, -)) is O(6). Thus 
1 j(n+l) - 1 ) = o(S) and G(s, ~(~1, w@)) = o(S), with Lipschitz constants O(S) 
and 1 +(“+l’(sl) - ~(nfl’(~Jj < L 1 s1 - s2 1, so convergence follows for 6 sufficiently 
small. The requirement that 9’“) satisfies a uniform Lipschitz condition assures 
that the map (y(a), BP)) to (y(n+r), w(“+i)) is a Lipschitz map, and for S smaI1, a 
contraction. 
Remark 3.6. To clarify somewhat he significance of the coordinates y and w, 
and particularly Eq. (3.14), let us write w, = y(s)p, + z, , where y(s) = 
lpis > wJs = -[us, Y(y,p + w)(s, ,)Js, and [w, , zJs = 0. Thus, y(s) measures 
the amount by which wg fails to lie in the space K(s), complementary to E(s) 
(using the notation preceding Lemma 2.5). y(s) # 0 also implies that Eq. (3.14) 
does not describe a flow contained in the invariant subspace K(s), which is in 
contrast to the situation in a neighborhood of a constant solution, as described 
by Lemma 2.5. 
However, from the theorem, we see that / y(s)1 = O(l fs - 1 I), so that 
y(s)-+0 if f(s)+l. Clearly, w(s) -+ 0 implies q(s) -+ 1. So, for example, 
suppose the solution p(t) is orbitally asymptotically stable, see [7a], so that 
w(s) -+ 0 as s -+ cc. Then 3(s) --f 1 as s --f 00, so that asymptotically (y(s) - s) + 
constant, and t and s differ by a constant phase at infinity. Also y(s) -+ 0 as 
s + 00, so that w, becomes “asymptotically orthogonal” to ~1, as s -+ co. 
So while w, and Eq. (3.14) are not entirely contained in the space K(s), the 
deviation from this space, measured by y(s), is small, and is proportional to 
the variation in the difference t - s of the two “time coordinates.” 
Remark 3.7. Suppose Eq. (3.1) has a (k + l)-parameter family of solutions 
p(t, 6), b E UC RL, with ~(t + 7(b), b) = p(t, b) for b E U. It is possible to 
introduce local coordinates s, b, h, where xt(#) = p,(B) + h(s), and obtain 
equations for y, b, and w as in Theorem 3.5. This gives a coordinate system 
analogous to that given in [4]. However, since the stability questions concerning 
integral manifolds for functional differential equations have been considered in 
[3c; 7b, c], such a coordinate system will not be considered further, 
Remark 3.8. For certain applications in Section 4, it is more convenient to 
rewrite Eqs. (3.13) and (3.14) with t as the independent variable. To accomplish 
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this, proceed as follows. In the notation of Lemma 2.5, let W, = y(s)&, + 
P(S) U(S) + z(s, a). Then (3.13), (3.14) are equivalent to the system. 
F = 1 - {h , Q(Y, P + wk *)lsY $4 A@, w, + Yb, P + w)b, .)I, 
(3.15a) 
Y(S) = -[% 9 qY, P + w&t -lls 9 
du 
- = Bu + P*(s, 0) G(s, y, w), 
ds 





where w is to be expressed in terms of y, u, and z on the right-hand side above. 
Note that we have chosen to define y(s) in terms of Y’(y, p + w), rather than 
dy/ds = V(S) G(s, y, w), as the differential equation is rather awkward to solve. 
Also recall from (2.11) that there exist constants K, and K > 0 such that 
( T,(s, u) ~(a, *)I 6 Ke-K(S-oJ [ ~(0, a)[, s 2 0, 
and (3.16) 
I T&, q) X,(q)l < Ke-K(s--q), s>,q>/o. 
Now let s = r-l(t), so that ds/dt = l/+(s) = 1 + (1 - p(s))/?(s), and (3.15) is 
equivalent to 
ds 
-=I+ ws, CY> *9 4 ws, tYY7 % 4 
dt 1 - H(s, t,y, % 2) R(s, GY, u, 2) 
gf 1 + fqs, t,y, u, z) (3 . 17a) 
y(s(t)) = - [% , %, St P + w)(*lls 
du 
(3.17b) 
- = Bu + J=*(s, 0) G(s, 4y, u, 4 + fh(s, t,~, u, 4 dt 
x [Bzl + P*(s, 0) G(s, t, Y, 11, 41, (3.17c) 
z(s(t), -) = T&(t), 0) 4u, .> + St T&(t), s(q)) X&(q)) GMh 43 Y, u> 4 
x (1 + H&(q), q, Y,‘u, 414. (3.17d) 
Here for convenience we have set ([wS , Q(s, t, p + w)(s, *)lS)-‘v(s) equal to 
H(s, t, y, II, z). One should, perhaps, introduce new variables y(t), c(t), z(t) 
defined by y(t) = y(s(t)), g(t) = u(s)(t), e t c., in (3.17), but as no confusion should 
result, we shall continue to use y, U, Z. 
For future references, note that as now t = y(s), and S(U) = y-l(u), (2.8) may 
now be written as 
ye, 4 g)(e) = m + 4) - &W + 4, t 20, --t < b’ ,( 0, (3.18) 
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and (3.10) becomes 
Q(s) t, P + wW) = S(t + WM4t + 0)) + +(t + 01, t+e>o 
(3.19) 
= &t + e), t+e<o. 
Thus, for given functions y, II, z, (17a) is a functional differential equation in s, 
of neutral type, because of the dependence on S in the term Q above. Standard 
existence and uniqueness theorems apply, see [2], because the S-dependence 
occurs via a nonlinearity which is small for y, u, z small. 
Note that if y, u, x are sufficiently small, so that 1 Hr(s, t, u, y, z)I < a < 1, 
thens(t) - s(f) = $ s(t + q(t - r) dq(t - i) satisfiess(t) - s(i) > (1 - a)(t - t), 
for t >, t > 0. Then the estimates given in (3.16) become 
I T&(t), 4 .+, .)I < Keebt I ,+J, -)I, t b 0, 
and (3.20) 
I T&(t), s(q)) -W(q))l d Kc-b+*), t > q > 0, where b = (1 - a)~. 
4. APPLICATIONS 
Consider 
wheref, F are c2 functions, and for F = 0, (4.1) has a periodic solution p(t) = 
PP + W)’ 
If we introduce coordinates x&) = p, + w, + Y(y, p + w)(s, .) as before, 
a term f(s)+, P, + w, + Y(y, p + w)(s, .)) is added to the function G 
defined in (3.7). This introduces a term -o(s) +(s)F on the left in (3.11), and on 
solving (3.11) for f(s), (3.13) now becomes (assuming ( wF/[v, , Qls I < I), 
dye 
ds 
= 1 _ 4Wh wz + Y(Y, P + w)(s, *)> + F(r, P, + w, + qn P + w)(s, .))I 
[vs 3 Q(3/, P + w)(s, .)ls + +I F(Y, P, + w, + Y(Y, P + 40, a)) ’ 
If we let s = y-l(t), then (4.1) is equivalent to 
ds _ = 1 + H(s> t, Y, u, W(s, t, Y, u, 4 + W, s, y, u, 4) 
dt 1 - fJ(s, t, y, u, z) R(s, t, y, 4 x) 
dz 1 + f&(s, 4 y, u, z), (4.2a) 
505/24/2-2 
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r(t) = - 1%. >wt, s, p + w)(*)ls , (4.2b) 
+ p*(s, 0) qt, s, y, u, z> (4.2~) 
x FW), ~3 Y, u, 4U + K&(q), Q, Y, u, 4 + F(q> S(P), Y u, ,414. 
(4.2d) 
If we define 
G,(s, t, Y, u, 4 = G(s, t, w) - R(s, t, y, u, 4, 
and if one remarks that Hs(s, t, y, U, a) (and, of course, V(S), P*(s, 0)) are bounded 
in N,(p, a), and G,(s, t, y, u, z) = O(l ds/dt - 1 I), with R being second order in 
y, u, z, the question of the local behavior around the limit cycle p(t) can easily be 
reduced to the corresponding questions around the equilibrium solution w = 0 
just as is done in ordinary differential equations. However, since these questions 
have been studied extensively by other methods, see [7a, 3e], further discussion 
is not necessary here. 
A situation of some interest occurs when two equations of the form (4.1), 
each with a limit cycle, are weakly coupled. On applying Theorem 3.5 to each 
component of the coupled system, the result is a system of the form (4.2), with s 
now a vector variable s = (si , sa). 
Consider 
where 
W) = fi(%‘> + g1(4 Xtl, 4 (4.3a) 
qt> = f&t”) + gz(t, $2 Xt2), (4.3b) 
are cZ(sZ x R), and for g, = g, = 0, (4.3a) has a periodic solution p’(t) = 
pl(t + wr), andp2(t) = p”(t + w2) satisfies (4.3b). 
If new variables ri, wi, ~2, w2 are introduced, with yi(s,) = t = y2(s2), and 
%w = P:, + wa, + Y(Yl, P1 + wl)(sl , .) 
%2(42) = P”s, + wiz + qy2, P2 + w2)(s2 3 .), 
where (x1(& +i), x2(t, +2)) denotes the solution of (4.4) with xol = $r , x0* = $2 , 
and if one reintroduces t as the independent variable, one obtains two sets of 
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equations of the form (4.2). The doubling of the dimensions presents no new 
problem, however, and accordingly one is able, using for example the methods 
of [4], or of [3c], to prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM 4.1. Consider the system (4.3). Assume that for g, = g, = 0, the 
periodic solutions pl, p2 each have 1 as a simple characteristic multiplier of multi- 
plicity one, and the remaining characteristic multipliers all have norm less than one. 
Assume there is a T > 0 and a continuous function K(t) -+ 0 as t + co such that 
I g& ~4 ,C2)l G K(t),for t 3 T, +! ,A in some neighborhood of p1 x p2 in 
C x C. Then the torus {p,’ x pt2} in C x C is an asymptotically stable manafold 
of (4.3). If, in addition, SF K(t) dt < CD, then the torus also has asymptotic phase, 
i.e., given & , $2 sujiciently close to (p,’ x p,“}, there exist constants 
c1 , c2 such that 1 xi(t, $J - p”(t + ci)j --f 0 as t -+ 03, i = 1,2. 
Remark 4.2. Theorem 4.1 extends to functional differential equation 
Theorem V.15 of [4], which in turn extends [6]. One could easily state an 
extension of Theorem V.18 of [4] 1 a so. Theorem 4.1 is closely related to [3c, 
Theorem III.2]. Note that the method of [7b] (1 oca cross sections) is such that it 1 
apparently is not possible to prove Theorem 4.1 using this method. 
Some interesting equations which possess asymptotically stable limit cycles 
and thus may be used to construct examples illustrating Theorem 4.1 are the 
following (see [3d]): 
&e(t) = - +a?(t - 1) + E[4X(L - 1) + /W(t - I)]. (4.4) 
For SF > 0, and E sufficiently small, (4.4) has a periodic solution 
/P(t) + = (-$,1’2 + O(E) 
which is stable for 8 > 0, unstable for 8 < 0. 
2(t) = - (4 + ,a) x(t - I)(1 - 6x2(t)). 
For a > 0, and e sufficiently small, (4.5) has a periodic solution 
) p(t, E)I = (F,“” + O(E), 
(4.5) 
which is stable for E > 0, and unstable for E < 0. 
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EXAMPLE 4.3. 
Now consider the system 
when f, g, F, G, p, 7 are C2 in their arguments, and f, g are such that for 
p = 0 = 7, (4.6) possesses orbitally asymptotically stable limit cycles x”(t), 
y”(t), (e.g., f, g as in (4.4) or (4.5) above). Then if p(t), q(t) -+ 0 as t -+ co, and F 
and G are bounded as t -+ oc), by Theorem 4.1 the torus in C x C defined by 
4 = .rto, I,/J = yto is an asymptotically stable manifold of (4.6). If, in addition, 
s ,y I &)I dt < 00, s?c o I v(t)1 dt < 00, 
then this torus is asymptotically stable with asymptotic phase. 
The following equation reduces to Van der Pol’s equation for r = 0, 
i!(t) + E(Xyt - r) - 1) r?(t) + 2x(t) = 0. (4.7) 
For 01 > 0, r > 0, and E sufficiently small, (4.7) has a periodic solution 
! p(4 l )i = ($)“’ + O(E), D = 1 - + cos(2ar), 
which is stable for E > 0, and unstable for E < 0. 
EXAMPLE 4.4. 
Now consider the system 
2(t) + p1(x2(t - 5) - 1) k(t) + a2x(t) = &) F(xt > 3i’t 3 yt > 9,) 
(4.8) 
y(t) + pz(y2(t - r2) - 1) j(t) + P2y(t) = v(t) G(xt 3 3i”t ,yt ,A), 
where the lag interval [-r, 0] is now defined by Y = max(r, , r2). Let F, G, p, 7 
be C2 in their arguments. Suppose pr , pa , ~1, /3 are such that for p = 7 = 0, 
(4.8) has two periodic solutions 9(t), yO(t), each orbitally asymptotically stable, 
(e.g., pr , p2 sufficiently small). Then if p(t), q(t) + 0 as t --f co, by Theorem 4.1, 
the torus in C x C defined by 4 = xto, # = yto is an asymptotically stable 
manifold of (4.8). 
If, in addition lr 1 p(t)\ dt < cc, sr 1 T(t)1 dt < 00, then this torus is asympto- 
tically stable with asymptotic phase. 
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Examples such as the above could clearly be constructed by coupling various 
combinations of Eqs. (4.4), (4.5), and (4.7). 
Theorem 4.1 can obviously be extended to the case where more than two 
systems, each with a limit cycle, are coupled together. 
Now consider the system 
wheref, F are Cl in their arguments, F(t, 4, E) is almost periodic in t uniformly 
in +, for I 4 I < M, I E I d co. Assume p(t) is a periodic solution of (4.9), for 
E = 0, with 1 p(t)/ < M. Then (4.9) can be transformed to a system of the form 
(4.2), with F replaced by CF throughout. 
The following theorem is an extension of Theorem 16.1 of [3b] to functiona 
differential equations. 
THEOREM 4.5. Assume that 1 is the only characteristic multiplier of p(t) with 
absolute value 1, and it is simple (i.e., in (4.2), either the equation in u is absent, or 
all the ezgenvalues of B have positive real parts). Then for E su$iciently small, (4.9) 
has an integral mansfold S, described by 4 = p, + h(t, s, E), 0 < s < W, 
---co < t < co, h(t, s, 0) = 0, where h(t, s, l ) is periodic in s of period W, almost 
periodic in t with the same basic frequencies as F(t, c#, l), and the stability properties 
of the mansfold S, are the same as those of the integral mamfold So , described by p, _ 
That is, S, is asymptotically stable rf u is absent, and conditionally stable with 
respect to a subspace of codim(dim u) otherwise. 
Proof. The method of proof used in [3a] or [l] to show the existence of the 
desired integral manifold is also applicable to (4.2). The approach is to define an 
iterative process from (4.2) on the functions y = Y(t, s, E), u = U(t, s, E), 
.a = Z(t, s, E), where Y, U, 2 are periodic in s, almost periodic in t, and zero at 
E = 0. Given Y, U, 2 in (4.7a), the solution s(t, to, u) has the property 
s(t, to , u + w) = s(t, to , u) + w, which is necessary in order that the iteration 
preserves periodicity in s. This is evident from the form of the functions Y and Q 
given in (3.18) and (3.19). The only novel feature introduced here is that the 
iteration in Y is given by (4.2b), not by an integral equation as is done for U and 
2. But from Lemma 3.4 and (4.2a), it is clear that the right-hand side of (4.2b) 
is a contraction in y, for y, U, z sufficiently small, and so the existence of S, , its 
periodicity and stability properties follow just as in earlier proofs. Of course, 
the function h(t, s, c) of the theorem is given by FV(t, s, c) + y(s, t, p + W)(e), 
where W(t, s, c) = Y(t, S, c)ps + P(s) U(t, s, l ) + .Z(t, s, E), where Y, U, 2 are 
the integral manifolds of (4.2) determined above. 
Remark 4.6. Also of course, if one replaces y, u, z in (4.2a) by the functions 
Y, U, 2 above, the resulting equation in s is equivalent to (4.9), on the invariant 
manifold S, . 
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Remark 4.7. If F(t, 4, C) in (4.9) p 1s eriodic in t, then the manifold S, is 
periodic in both t and s, and can be identified with a torus. In the case of ordinary 
differential equations, this theorem is first due to Levinson [5]. 
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